Abstract-Establishing high performance cooperation and estimating the nodes' risk in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS) is currently fundamental and challenging due to the inherent characteristics of MANETS, such as highly dynamic topology and absence of an effective security mechanism. Trust based assessment methods were recently put forward but presumed restrictions to the data samples or presumed weights for node's attributes is required. In our paper, PPRA method, short for Projection Pursuit based risk assessment, is proposed to analyze node's creditability. As projection pursuit turns high-dimensional node properties to low-dimension space, all nodes' risk levels could be clustered easily and accurately. Projection index, the same to judgment index of clustering consequence, is enacted to reveal different node behaviors. By maximizing projection index through Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimal projection direction is obtained, and then every node's projection value could be calculated. We prove that relationship between projection value and node risk level is that the larger projection value is, the more credible node is. Finally, the results in one-dimension and two-dimension projection prove our method is more efficient and practical than the traditional methods for risk assessment.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETS) are the complex distributed systems which organize wireless mobile nodes that can freely and dynamically self-organize into "ad-hoc" networks topologies with arbitrariness and temporality, allowing people and devices to seamlessly internetwork in areas with no pre-existing communication infrastructure [1] . Because of vulnerability of channels and nodes, absence of infrastructure and dynamically changing topology, mobile ad hoc networks security is a difficult task. Due to vulnerability of channels, message eavesdropping and injection is permitted through broadcast wireless channels. Since nodes do not reside in physically protected places, they can easily fall under the attackers' control. Meanwhile, classic security solutions based on certification authorities and on-line servers are inapplicable because of the absence of infrastructure. Therefore new security mechanism of MANETS is quite important.
Currently a variety of communication assessment models are put forward, and most of them reflect the risk level of communication through trust or reputation evaluation. Generally speaking, these methods could be classified into three categories: probability-based, fuzzy theory-based and grey relations projection-based.
Many works relates closely with probability-based models. Beth and his research group put forward an experience and probability based trust model in [2] X . Author in [3] X adopts the beta distribution probability method. The main idea of this article is to obtain the trust relationship according to a basic principle (i.e. the posterior probability distribution of the node action is subject to beta distribution). In [4] , trust is derived from evidence theory. As to fuzzy theory-based models, [5] [6] apply fuzzy mathematics to conceptualize the subjectivity and uncertainty of the trust. Moreover, Grey relations projection method combining grey theory with vector projection is proposed to provide a flexible risk assessment and prediction.
However, these theories showed above have some drawbacks. First, nodes with the dynamic and transitional properties, especially the malicious nodes which are always self-protective, make the behaviors not truly reflect the statistical law. Obviously using probability theory will reduce accuracy of assessment. Second, huge sample data is required when presumed distribution is applied. When it's finite, the result won't be convincing. Third, fuzzy theory strongly counts on subjective judgment and requires the node behavior satisfy their presumed patterns. Fourth, it's unreasonable to assign every attribute's weight in grey relations projection methods.
To solve these problems above, PPRA is proposed aiming at mapping multivariate data onto low-dimensional manifolds for visual inspection without presumed patterns, and then all nodes are clustered into several clusters according to their final projection values. Therefore, projection index, as judgment of clustering effect, should be maximized, while it's subjected to projection direction. Therefore, all the projection directions are searched in projection pursuit (PP) algorithm [8] [9] so as to find the optimal projection direction that make projection maximized. Since PP uses trimmed global measures, it has the additional advantage of robustness.
Due to incomplete information and no presumed law of nodes' behavior in the mobile ad hoc networks, many aspects must be considered to reveal the node behavior's inherent law and time character must be included. So a highdimension matrix, called indicator matrix, should be constructed. Through analyzing sample data of indicator matrix, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is employed to pursue optimal projection direction by maximum projection index and then assess every node's risk level. Obviously, different projection index aims at different network behavior. Compared with other methods, PPRA model is more accurate and convenient. More than that, PPRA model is "data-driven" (i.e. risk assessment is achieved through analyzing sample data till convergence). No presumed requirements are needed. By experiment PPRA model is proved to be robust, and noisy of sample data could be endured in some degree.
II. GENETIC ALGORITHM
A simple genetic algorithm (SGA) is a search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate solutions to optimization and search problems. In SGA, a population of abstract representation of candidate solutions to an optimization problem evolves toward better solutions. They are modeled loosely on the principles of the evolution via natural selection, employing a population of individuals that undergo selection in the presence of variation-inducing operators such as mutation and recombination (crossover). A fitness function is used to evaluate individuals, and reproductive success varies with fitness. However, sometimes population will stop evolution at local minimization in SGA, so some parameters could be regulated to avoid quick convergence to local minimization and speed up the calculation.
III. PROJECIONT PURSUIT MODEL
The purpose of PPRA Model is to assess every node's risk level. First key attributes are selected to represent most of node's properties. Unlike other methods, PPRA can add time character which is appreciated because some attack behaviors seem well in most of the time and only through time analysis they can be revealed. And then indicator matrix is constructed for calculation's convenience. Here for practicality, traditional density projection index (DPI) is adopted. Through maximizing DPI, optimal projection direction is gained by taking in GA. Finally risk level clustering is assessed by calculating every node's projection value. In this paper, one-dimension projection and twodimension projection are presented A. Elementary principle of projection pursuit model 1). Constructing indicator matrix: Let X be a set of candidate node series. X n demonstrates the n-th node: 
Temporary correlation is considered in PPRA, if simply uniformed key attribute in every moment, information about time character will be lost. So temporary normalizing is put forward. Normalization is done for one node in time series. Assume there are n nodes, to Node i, for every indicator, attribute matrix is as follows:
After normalization, normalized indicator characteristic matrix S ranges from 0 to 1. Obviously, temporary normalization not only keeps time character, but reduces the influence of different unit as well.
3). Constructing projection index Projection pursuit is to map high-dimension data onto low dimension through linear combination. Let Z be the projection value as follows: regarded as density projection index (DPI) for the reason that it was designed so as to make projection Z match such characteristic as follows: local projection point should be as intense as possible and each point cloud should be separated from others. Obviously, projection index above is prepared for onedimension projection. As to two-dimension projection, projection index is as follows:
Optimizing projection index by GA When sample data of each indicator is given, DPI is subject to projection direction. Different projection directions reflect different data structure characters. On a particular aspect of various properties optimal projection direction is most appropriate to differentiate various data (i.e. projection index should be maximized to let difference among all nodes larger in theory).
So when DPI is chosen, PPRA model could be described in mathematics as follows:
. : Similar to above, two-dimension projection could be described as follows: Theorem one: through the steps above, the larger the projection value is, the higher the creditability is.
Demonstration: Let us assume one virtual node named V node. V node represents the optimal node, i.e. at anytime at any attribute V node get the best attribute value. And after temporary normalization, obviously V node's attribute value is all 1. And then, after projection how is projection value of V value.
Because
And all attribute values of V node are 1,
That means, the optimal node's projection value is 1 and DPI is constructed to maximize difference among all nodes larger in theory. So if real node's projection value is greater, the difference between it and optimal node is smaller, i.e. this node is better. This proves our conclusion is right.
Therefore, after obtaining projection value of each node by above steps, a scientific evaluation for these candidate nodes can be done. The node's risk level decreased with the increase of projection value; meanwhile there exist more similarities for specific two nodes when they're more close to each other. And same conclusion could be inferred in two-dimension projection. The more similar to (1, 1), the higher the creditability is.
B. Diagram of PPRA model
Step 1: selecting key indicator
The reliability of risk assessment results is strongly and directly subject to appropriate selection of key indicators. For different applications of MANET, there are different choices for key indicators. Establishing basic principle for selection's convenience is necessary. Intuitionally, simple criteria are presented below as follows: 1) Accessible. The indicator's value must be obtained easily. As data is sampled from real MANET, accessibility to obtaining data is basic. 2) Relative. The choosing indicator should directly reflect node's property. 3) Complete. Every node's value should be obtained so that each node could be reflected by corresponding indicator. According to the node set X and indicator set Y, test data s ij should be obtained and then indicator matrix is constructed.
Step 2: normalizing S, and obtaining the S'. The translating formula depends on indicator's property, positive-effect or negative-effect.
Step 3: adopting GA algorithm to obtain optimal projection direction. Some initial projection directions D are assumed in GA algorithm and D will evolve under the guidance of projection index ( ) Q D . Finally convergence of D will be reached through generation's evolution.
Step 4: sorting the candidate nodes. Once the optimal projection direction is obtained, every candidate node's projection value will be calculated in optimal projection direction. Then sort these projection values. Then we get reliable and precise results concerning nodes' risk and their similarities.
Ǥ ͳ Diagram of PPRA Model

IV. RISK ASSESMENT SCHEME IN MANET
Theoretically PPRA model is showed above. So a real example in MANET is presented below. However, before carrying out experiment, defining key attributes is also of significance. After fulfilling PPRA model, analysis of final result and comparison between PPRA and other methods are conducted. We conclude that PPRA model is more suitable to various network behaviors, not only for its accuracy but also its convenience as well.
A. Defining key attributes
Defining key attributed same to the evaluating indicators is of significance. Before assessing the risk of real node' behavior, selection of evaluating indicators counts on. All these selected indicators should properly reflect the behavior characteristics of the nodes in order to make the risk assessment objective and efficient. PPRA model is "datadriven" and no presumed condition is required, so selection of indicators doesn't have so much negative influence for calculation of risk assessment. However, assessment result depends on different indicators. Thus, the selection of the evaluating indicator is critical but not indispensable.
For the risk assessment of nodes in mobile ad hoc network, both network communication features, such as loss tolerance, and the physical attributes of the nodes, such as mobility, wireless signal, and place property should be taken into consideration.
First, network communication features include transmission speed, package losing rate, etc. which reflect the performance of a node. Second, in the aspect of the physical attributes of the node, the mobility property mainly fixes on node's speed. The higher the speed is, the higher the package losing rate will be. Meanwhile, signal property includes two attributes, one is the intensity of the signal and another factor is the signal changing rate. Based on the features of network communication, wireless signal, mobility, and node's place, two performance indicators and two reliability indicators are chosen. Transmission speed and signal strength reflect the performance, while the package losing rate and signal changing rate reflect the reliability in communication.
In one word, in this paper four indicators are pitched on: transmission Speed (TS), losing rate (LR), signal intensity (SI), and signal changing rate (SCR). The categories of these four indicators are as follows: P represents positive-effect, whereas N represents negative-effect. And before conducting experiment, basic analysis of selected indicators is prepared.
Categories of selected indicators
Transmission speed In a mobile ad hoc network based on the 802.11b-compatible devices, the ideal speed is described in X Tab IIX .
Ideal speed in 802.b.11 network Node Distance(m) Speed (Mbps)  1  160  11  2  270  5.5  3  400  2  4  550  1 However, the real could be only half of the ideal bandwidth it should be, which means it could reach about 0.5Mbps to 5.5Mbps. In reality, the optimal distance is 300m, and if more than 550, the internet experience will be terrible. So we could conclude that a speed of 0.5Mbps is highly reliable and 2Mbps is acceptable.
z Package losing rate Based on experience, in common networks a package loosing rate below 10% is highly reliable, and the rate near 30% is normal, while a rate above 70% is treated as unreliable.
z Signal intensity In the aspect of signal strength, referenced to some national standards, the emission power should not surpass 100mW, so the signal intensity in different distance are calculated by free-space-model X [8]X X [9] X . In PPRA model, the relationship between intensity attenuation and transmission distance is as follows:
S
Where FSPL stands for intensity, measured by dBm, d stands for distance, c stands for light speed, and f stands for frequency. Usually f is nearly 2.5GHzx. According to formula above, the attenuation level is 84.74 dBm for 160m, 90.2dBm for 300m, and 95.47dBm for 500m. As transmission intensity of network card is about 20dBm, a node should be reliable when the signal intensity is above -64.74(3.36*10 -7 mW), and average level is -70.21dBm (0.953*10 -7 mW), while extremely bad when lower than -75.47(0.284*10 -7 mW).
z Signal changing rate Signal changing rate could be inferred from the transmission speed. Let the file is as large as 10M, when the transmission bandwidth is 250bps, it will take 40s to finish the transmission. When the node is moving in the linear way, the transmission will fail if the distance is far away from 550m. The changing rate is nearly 95.74dBm/40s = 2.4dBm/s. so if the SCR is higher than 2.4dBm/s, the transmission is considered to be risky, and if below than 2.12, it's normal.
B. Risk assessment exzample
Our experiment platform is NS 2.28. Six nodes are designed, one attack node and one low-efficiency node included. Node five loses part of the packet temporarily and node six transmits packet very slow but completely. We obtained ten successive moments' node attribute for experiment. For the sake of brevity, only losing rate data is listed.
Ǥ ʹ From Fig.2 node six is very high even though it's very stable. As to node 5, its losing rate is always very small, but it's not stable, more likely to under an attack. Generally speaking, node 1 and node 2 is better than other nodes.
1) Construction of indicator matrix. From the original sample data, S is easily obtained. Here S is consisted of 6*(10*4) data. If taking in other methods, when confronting so many data, even more, it's hard to assume accurate patterns.
2) Temporary normalization. Just as part two introduced, based on their characteristic different formula is used to normalize there data. Also only package losing rata normalization is listed. Compared Fig 3 with Fig 2, little information is lost, which proves our temporary normalization is right and useful.
Ǥ ͵
3) Construction of projection index. Mentioned above, optimization goal and constraints are simply constructed. Here one-dimension and twodimension projection is done.
First, one-dimensional projection could be described as follows:
Our platform is Matlab 7.9. Matlab GA toolbox is taken in to solve the problem. Experiment result is showed in the following partsX . One of the most challenging problems is how to prove the convergence of fitness value same to DPI here. But from final resultX , fitness is relatively convergent in this example. If solution is found not to be convergent, many methods could be applied to improve, such as adding constrains and constructing more accurate projection index. X
C. Experiment results
With the help of GA toolbox, the optimal 40 dimension projection direction is obtained. Due to its high dimension, here a figure is presented. From Z, based on theorem one, the risk level could be assessed successfully. According to Fig.5 , the first and second nodes are regarded as the best. Moreover, the distance between first node and the second node is quite small, so they are thought to belong to one kind of node with similar property. And node 5 is vulnerable node so its projection value is quite small. Meanwhile as node 6 is lowefficiency node, its projection value is small too. Ǥ ͷ Ǧ Ǥ Ǧ By the way, fig.6 shows fitness is relatively convergent in this example, which proves the correctness of genetic algorithm. If solution is found not to be convergent, many methods such as adding constrains and constructing more accurate projection index, could be applied to improve,. X However, from one-dimension projection, a plenty of information is lost. For example, node 5 and node 6 should belong to different clustering, but in one-dimension projection they are all bad nodes and it's hard to differentiate them. Moreover, one-dimension projection is not visual risk assessment method in the real sense. So introducing two-dimension projection is quite significant. Ǥ Ǧ As to two-dimension projection, the experiment result is showed in fig.7. From fig.7 , there are four categories. Node one and node two belong to the relative good node, while node 5 is quite bad and so is the node 6. What's more, node 5 is quite different from node 6. The results accurately match our analysis to original data. 
D. Comparison with other methods
PPRA model has so many merits in node risk assessment in mobile Ad hoc network. There are at least three advantages than other methods.
First, compared with reputation-based and probabilitybased models, PPRA model is "data-driven", so no presumed requirement to sample data is needed, even data is noisy PPRA model could be accurate if comparatively well projection index and direction are chosen. While in X [3] , the sample data must adapt to beta distribution, so when the real data don't adapt to their distribution, the assessment won't be accurate.
Second, PPRA is visual risk assessment method. Risk level is not simply calculated, but clustered. We turn the risk calculation into risk level clustering and the final results prove our idea is practical and reliable. Third, PPRA model could be applied to node behavior's analysis. And a litter calculation would be required if optimal projection index and direction under special condition are found. As known, the behavior of node in MANET is quite complex, but behind complexity there is simplicity. Although the data is huge, corresponding projection index and direction aiming at certain node's specific behavior can be found supervised learning; and analysis of its behaviors will be proper after quite easy calculation. For example, to gray hole attack, if this behavior's projection direction is obtained, judgment concerning whether the node is under gray hole attack or not can be made on the basis of corresponding projection values. Moreover, only simple matrix calculation is needed.
CONCLUSION
In this paper PPRA model is proposed in mobile ad hoc network for these reasons: 1). Indicators are always high dimensional and multipolar (negative-effect and positive-effect) 2). Node's behavior is complex and caprice. Using one method to analyze all behavior is impossible. The characteristics of PPRA could be summarized as follows: 1). There is no restriction for sample data. PPRA model is "data-driven", so no presumed requirement is needed. 2). PPRA model is simple and a little calculation is needed. How to define different projection index and projection direction for node behavior's analysis remains to be solved later. 3). Our risk assessment is more accurate than others for the reason that the optimal projection direction is found in PPRA. And we mainly focus on the risk level clustering. The final result shows PPRA model is entirely suitable in mobile ad hoc network. FURTHER WORK Our model is elementary but significant. In our future work specific network behavior must be analyzed, such as grey-hole attack and how to find or construct corresponding projection index and direction to help discriminate these nodes under various conditions is of significance.
